A Terrifying Taste of
Short & Shivery
by Robert San Souci

A collection of scary traditional
tales from all over the world,
including Apparitions from
Germany, The hundredth skull
from Ohio, and The ogre's arm
from Japan

The View from the
Cherry Tree
by Willo Davis Roberts
Rob admits having seen a
murder, but no one believes
him--except the murderer.

Scary Stories for Young Foxes
by Christian McKay Heidickler
A collection of six connected stories
that follows a group of fox kits as they
fight to survive in an unforgiving
wilderness.

Coraline
by Neil Gaiman

Creepy Tales

Coraline ventures through a
mysterious door into a world
that is similar, yet disturbingly
different from her own, where
she must challenge a gruesome
entity in order to save herself,
her parents, and the souls of
three others.

Scary Stories to Tell
in the Dark
by Alvin Schwartz
Stories of ghosts and witches,
"jump" stories, scary songs,
and modern-day scary stories.

Chapter Books
Staff Picks
Jaclyn Hyde
by Annabeth Bondor-Smith
In this modern retelling of The Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, a girl's
quest to be perfect unleashes chaos at her
middle school.

A Tale Dark & Grimm

The Song from
Somewhere Else

by Adam Gidwitz

by A. F. Harrold

Follows Hansel and Gretel as they
walk out of their own story and
into eight more tales,
encountering such wicked
creatures as witches, along with
kindly strangers and other helpful
folk.

Saved from bullies by the class
misfit, Nick, Frank is drawn to
Nick's house by strange music,
discovers he has incredible
secrets that bring danger, and
decides to help him as he
helped her.

Goosebumps Wanted:
The Haunted Mask
by R. L. Stine

When she discovers an evil mask
at the bottom of a trunk and puts
it on, LuAnn's Halloween turns
into a real nightmare because
only an act of unbelievable
kindness can remove it.

Seer of Shadows
by Avi

Trapped in Room 217
by Thomas Kingsley Troupe
Something is haunting Jayla Walters's
Colorado hotel room--Room 217 of the
Stanley Hotel.

In New York City in 1872, fourteenyear-old Horace, a photographer's
apprentice, becomes entangled in
a plot to create fraudulent spirit
photographs, but when Horace
accidentally frees the real ghost of
a dead girl bent on revenge, his life
takes a frightening turn.

The Zombie Chasers

The Million Dollar Strike

by John Kloepfer

by Dan Gutman

When zombies take over Phoenix,
Arizona, Zack Clarke, his best
friend Rice, and his older sister's
mean friend Madison Miller team
up to try to defeat the undead, or
at least survive one another.

Best friends Ouchie and Squishy,
who love bowling and horror
movies respectively, meet the
eccentric owner of a local bowling
alley and try to help him save
Bowl-A-Rama from the wrecking
ball and a destructive psychotic
lunatic.

Doll Bones
by Holly Black
Zach, Alice, and Poppy, friends
from a Pennsylvania middle
school who have long enjoyed
acting out imaginary adventures
with dolls and action figures,
embark on a real-life quest to
Ohio to bury a doll made from the
ashes of a dead girl.

Beanstalker and other
Hilarious Scary Tales
by Kiersten White
Snow White is a vampire, Little Red Riding
Hood is a zombie, and Cinderella is an
arsonist -- and that is only some of the
mayhem the reader will find in this
collection of fractured fairy tales.

The Boy with a Thousand
Faces
by Brian Selznik

Obsessed with horror films,
Alonzo dreams of transforming
himself into "The Boy of a
Thousand Faces" and gets his
wish in an unexpected way.

